All-cause and circulatory disease-related hospitalization, by generation status: Evidence from linked data.
Immigrants tend to have better health than the Canadian-born. However, the "healthy immigrant" effect diminishes over time and varies by source country. This study examines whether lower hospitalization rates persist from the first (G1) to the second generation (G2) of immigrants, compared with other Canadians (G3+). All-cause and circulatory disease-related hospitalization rates were examined by generation, with special attention to people of Chinese and South Asian descent. Data from the 2006 Census-hospitalization linkage database (which excludes Quebec) were analysed using logistic regression. Age-standardized all-cause (excluding pregnancy) and circulatory disease-related hospitalization rates were derived for the urban population aged 30 or older for the 2006/2007 to 2008/2009 fiscal years. Over the generations, immigrants' all-cause and circulatory disease-related hospitalization rates converged with those of the Canadian population overall. Compared with G3+, the age-adjusted odds of all-cause hospitalization among men were 0.49 (CI = 0.48-0.51) for recent G1 immigrants, 0.78 (CI = 0.77-0.79) for long-term G1 immigrants, and 0.95 (CI = 0.94-0.97) for G2. Adjustments for socioeconomic status reduced the difference, especially between G2 and G3+. For South Asians, rates converged for circulatory disease, notably among men. Hospitalization rates for people of Chinese descent rose across generations, but remained significantly below rates for G3+. The lower circulatory disease-related hospitalization risk experienced by G1 is maintained in G2 among people of Chinese descent, but not among South Asians.